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School Prospects
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By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Reporter
Last year Calloway County students
A Calloway County School System. were out 14 days due to snow, 11 in
official says there will be no more
January.and three in the month prior.
school in that system "until further
Murray city students missed seven that
notice."'""
had to be made up last year.
While a Murray City School System
"Last year we used three calendar
says the protracted "snow vactions" of
days emergency days) and extended
late were almost unheard of in years
the time of the school day 11 days,"
prior to 1977 and again this year.
McAlister said. Calloway County
School officials with both systems say
students are currently scheduled to be
they're beginning to eye their school
out of school May 24.
calendars, thinking of ways to alter'
Jackson said the lengthy ski*.
them. They say they're also listening to--Vacations this year and last year are
the Kentucky Department of Education
out of the ordinary for Murray City
for possible guidance.
System. "I guess three days was the
With school systems across the state
rpostwehtyt pissed.„before 1977 and
closed due to snow: many of them over
he said.
—1/ school month, Kentucky Superinmany school systems opened 15 days
-OfTPublic-,frastrtictiorr
trius
•- ye-ar;-ottly - August; acGraham -said this weekend that if • 'cording to Gfaham. Those days will
schools lose too many more days, he
give Khoo4 systems some insureake.
probably will recommend that the
days.
education board enact tbe Calamity
hool systems last Year closed due
days provision. Under the provision,
to frigid temperatures and fuel shor__the state Board of Elementary and
tages, but this Year it has been the snow
Secondary Education can simply delete
and ice that has kept the students home.
five required class days from the
Both McAlister and Jackson said
normal 175. The state board did that
indications are that students are bored
last year and Kentucky Governor
with the "vacation" and would prefer
--Julian Carroll added five more days,being back in school.
__knocking 10 from the required total.
The state board of education's next
. scheduled meeting is in
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The Murray Common Council apthe council had gone back to the May
proved several actions — ranging from
Democratic Primary because in most
the filling of a vacant council seat to a
cases there was no Republican or other
resolution concerning the Unification
party opposition in the general election.
Chucch — at its regular meeting here
The mayor advised the council that in
•
lasenight.
this case, if the tradition were followed,
Marshall Jones was named to fill the _ the council will have to decide whether..
seat
vacated by Johnny Rickman who
to go to the next highest vote getter in
OUTSTANDING CITIZEN AWARD — Patty Mae Moody, right, was
resigned from the council to accept
the general election, which would have
presented the Outstanding Citizen of the Year Award for the Murray
position as Calloway County sheriff's -been John Neubauer, a Republican, or
Calloway County area by the Omicron Alpha Chapter of the Tau Phi Lamb•
deputy.
the May Primary, which would have'
da sorority of the Woodmen of the World. Making the presentation was
Jones is a retired career officer with
been Sue Overbey.
Martha Andrus, president of the sorority. This sorority award is made each
the U. S. Diplomatic Service in which - After several minutes of discussion,
year and this year Sara Alexander was chairperson for the selection comhe served his last five years as U. S.
the council agreed to accept
mittee. Mrs. Moody is an active inerriber of the first United 'Methodist
Ambassador to Malawi, a central
nominations from the -floor to fill the
Church where she has held various offices in women's organizations. A
. African nation. Following his
vacant Ward B. seat.
retired professional caterer, she still continues to use her abilities
retirement from, the tilipinmatie _aer,
your individuals were itifspi_n_a_ttlerit _
providing free catering to her church, and i constantly serving invalids
T_
vtee; ,Thrle-antilIWarTilT5nmoved
from the "floor. Nominated were
people in sorrow with her talents. Mrs. Moody provided fresh flower Murray in 1971.
Neubauer, Jones, Mrs. Overbey and
arrangements at the hospital for—years anonymously until she
--.*‘1 have always been deeply-in-- Elbert A. Thomason, also a'candidate
discovered one day. She also prepares arrangements for her church and
terested in _Murray and Calloway
in the May Primary.
County government and am delighted ' On the first round of balloting six
various nursing homes in the area. She is a past member of the Garden
to have this opportunItY to serVe,"
Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Mrs. Moody is married to Gor- -Council members vilidiror Jones, three
Jones told The Murray Ledger & Times
don Moody and they have one daughter, Cindy. They reside at 525 South
for Overbey and one each for Neubauer
today.
Sixth Street, Murray. The members of Tau Phi Lambda said they are grateful
and Thomason. Voting for Jones were
Acdording to City Attorney J. William
council members W. R. Furches,
to have been able to award this commendation to such a worthy person as
Phillips, the Kentucky Constitution
Howard Koenen, Dr. J. D. Outland,
Mrs. Moody and feel sure that the entire community is grateful to her
provides that the term of the- apBilly Balentine, Ruby Hale and Dave
because she is always willing to give of her time and talents to add a little
pointment will be until the next sucWillis. Voting for Overbey were Martha
cheer to the lives of others.
ceeding annual election at which either
Sammons; Dick George alit Dr. C. C.
city, town, , county, district or state
Lowry. Councilman Steve Yarbrough
V,•
officers are tithe- elected.
àit.the ballot fo eubauer.andJH.
This wottld—inean that Jones ap- - -Nix-voted for Thomason.
pointment will run until the November
The council then eliminated the twd
General election of this year at which
-lowest vote-getters and again polled the
Calloway County School System has
time voters will select the individual to
council for their preference between
missed 14 school days through today
serve
the remaining portion of the twoJones and Overbey. On the ensuing
but will have to make up only 13
year term.
ballot, the same six council members
because teachers,were present one day
Prior to the appointment of Jones; 'voted for Jones and the remaining five
for "in-service" training, according to
Murray'Mayor Melvin-Henley told the
voted for Overbey.
- assistant • superintendent
Ron
By The Associated Press
Salt supplies are becoming low at
.
council that the procedure followed by
Solicitation Discussed
river
keep
the
Ohio
should
on
the
ditions
McAlister.
Despite a bit of relief from a
road depirtments aroundlNe state, and - '• flowing.
the council the majority of the time in
The council, with a voice vote, went
Calloway County School System
predicted winter barrage, Kentucky
Kentucky Transportation Secretary
on recordlast.nisht as being opposed to
Although interstate highwayis and- the past bad been to nominate the next
students have been out of school since
continues to find itself plagued by salt
Calvirf Grayson says his department's
urban Streets became relatively 'highest vote-getter in the last election, "solicitation by*the Unification Church,
major
Jan. 11. Prospects for school this. week
shortages, icy roads, traffic jams and
reserves have fallen to 5,400 tons - net- - -Clear Mondayr'city -side streets and
who was net elected.
_
See COUNCIL
remain bleak, McAlister said Monday.
predictions of more snow. ___,
enOogh, one of his engineers said, to
out
that
Henley
traditionally,
pointed
iceremained
roads
county
and
Page 8, Column 3
State
"School is doubtful for the next three
A snowstorm expected to drop
handle another large snowstorm.
7-77 - -choked and many schools remained
days," McAlister said.
another- inch or two of snow on KenTwo barges-of salt that were due to
closed today.
Murray City School System is in a
tucky Monday weakened into light
arrive Monday in Louisville sank near
Russ Rotnine, assistant highway
little better shape, according to Willie
flurries before it hit the state.
the Salt River.
for the transportation
engineer
Jackson, director of pupil personnel
But more snow moved into the state
And an official for Cargill Inc., the
department; Said that only two short
and transportation.
late Monday night, brigning with it no
largest salt supply firm for the central
strips - both in Woodford County - of the
Murray City School System students
more than an inch of new snow acKentucky area, said that he is con25,000 miles of state-maintained roads
attended two school days last week
cumulation, according to the National
cerned that the ice jammed Ohio River
had been plowed by_Monday.
before additional snow fell in the area.
Weather Service.
may repeat its freeze-up of last winter.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital when a neighbor spotted the blaze.
State road crews have had to conOne day we ran without buses and the
Both volunteers with Hazel Fire
And the cold remains. Over night
That Would effectively end salt
admitted Nadine McCuiston
personnel
centrate all their resources on clearing
other we ran with buses. And we were
lows tonight will range from 5 to 15
deliveries to the region, he said.
destroyed her Department and Calloway County Firefire
after
a
early
today
interstates,
he
said.
the
pleased with our attendance both
degrees across the state, and only slight
A spokesman for the Army Corps of
home in the Penny community of Rescue Squad responded to the blaze,
In Louisville, heavy traffic on streets
days," Jackson said Monday.
but were unable to contain it before it
warming is expected Wednesday, the
Engineers said, however, that he
Calloway County.
still constricted by accumulated snow
City school system students have
destroyed the house.
weather service said.
believes the current high-water conthe
spokesman
for
a
According
to
and ice led to massive traffic js
misseed 12 days of school thus far, but
_ .
Mrs:Mistan was adifulied
The wood- frame structure was
tering the-morning and evening rush
will have to make up only 10 because
inhalation and a back injury
smoke
for
located on State Line Road in Hazel ani4
hours,.
city teachers attended tyre-in-service early today.
belonged to Max Parks. ( Due to
One Section —8Pages
training days. (School officials say in-Emergency medical technicianincorrect information supplied to the
service days can be substituted for
trained personnel with Calloway
The snow of recent days hit home for Murray Ledger &
newspaper_ Monday, the Murray
regular school days.)
Fire-Rescue Squad brought
County
Times
columnist
Ledger & Times incorrectly stated the
M.
C.
Garrott.
He
tells
how
the
latest
Jackson said yesterday that he and
Mrs. McCuiston to the hospital, acdose of the white stuff stalled neighbor Mary Lawson in a
house was unoccupied at the time of the
principals _anticipated having into a fire-rescue squad
cording
Madisonville
motel.
Turn
to
the
Opinion
Page,
on
Page
fire and belonged to the late Dennis 3.
service training today but decided
'spokesman.
Lamb family.1
against it after inspecting city streets.
with
the unit fought, but
Volunteers
Mrs. Fox said today that she and her
Jackson mentioned that should city
were unable to contain, the blaze that
The Calloway County High School
husband were at work when the fire
streets clear today, an in-service
destroyed the McCuiston home. Murray
Band will be competing in. the
broke out. She said the person who first
training session may be possible
5
Building Page .
Considerable cloudiness to day.
Fire Department relayed the call to the
.American Music Festival competition
saw
the fire said it was blazing in a area
tomorrow.
Classifieds
6, 7
Highs inthe upper 20s. Mostly
fire control unit about 4:38 a. m. today.
at Opryland, Nashville, Tn., on April 20
of the home where the fuse boxes were
School officials say they have a
Crosswords
6
cloudy tonight. Lows in the low
Cause of the blaze is unknown. Mrs.
and 21 of this year.
located.
number of options open for "make-up"
Comics
20s. Cloudy Wednesday with light
6
McCuiston lost all her belongings in the
Hal Winchester, president of the
Mrs. Fox said that in addition to
days: extension ot the school year;
Dear Abby
snow likely beginning during the
2
blaze, according to the fire-rescue
Calloway County Band Boosters Club,
losing
all their belongings in the house
Saturday school sessions; attending
Deaths
&
Funerals
day. Highs in the upper 20s.
8
squad.
said the band is asking for donations
fire their cars were also burned.
school during the Spring break; exGarrott's Galley
Winds westerly to nor3
from interested persons and merchants
A Hazel couple, Prince and Nina Fox,
She said she and her husband
tending the school day; and calamity
Horoscope
thwesterly near 10 miles an hour
2
to help defray the expenses of the band.
is looking to recuperate their losses
will accept any'clothing donations. Mrs.
days.
Let's Stay Well
today, diminishing tonight.
2
Any one desiring to make a donation
after a fire early Monday destroyed
Fox said she wears size 12 clothing and
-It is no real big problem as of now,
Local Scene
Probabilities of measurable
2
should send it to the CCHS Band
their home and all their belongings.
71
/
2 shoes. Her husband wears 34-29
but we could have more storms in
Opinion Page
precipitation 60 percent Wed3
Boosters, c-o Kathryn Cleaver, Alm°,
Mr. and Mrs. Fox were not at home
-trousers, 15-15,2 shirts.
February, even March," McAlister
Sports
nesday.
Ky. 42020
said. "As for what we have to make up
so far, I believe we can make it up

uectily krRoads;--_
hqtatages, Extra Snow Predicted

Worniiin Is Hospitalized
Afterfire In Penny Area
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Effort To Pick Up Pace Underway

Legislature Focuses Activity In Panels
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Legislative activity this week is expected to focus on committee nieetings,
as an effort is made to pick up the pace
of the General Assembly.
Committee activity was slowed to a
crawl by two weeks of bad weather, and
legislative leaders said Monday they
were concerned about the slowdown.
Legislative panels must report out
bills in order for them to be acted orr by
either chamber.
Heavy snows and ice have not
deterred the General Assembly from
meeting, and each chamber has been
able to muster a quorum of about twothirds the membership.
However, many committees could
not do business because they lacked a
quorum, which reduced the flow of
legislation to the floor to a trickle.
"The saving grade is'that we got off
to a fast start." Kenton said, "But
we've hit a lull that's not of our own
doing."
Re also noted that the operation of the
Lienersi AsEseinkdy; ?/1.01 onlY 01:)
;! ut _
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.

_X"

4
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frankfort
roundup

speed up the process.
"I don't think the yardstick by*tich
the General Assembly is measurk_i.s
how many bills become law," Kenton.
"The proof of the pudding is in the
quality of legislation."

the bad weather," Prather said, "But
we can make it up if the weather will
just permit us to.

"An,sther week of this kind of thing
will put uS in a critical position."
_
Prather noted,- however, that
The Senate does not have a similar
legislative scrutiny of the proposed
posting requirement, and Senate
executive budget - a key to enacttnent
percent of members present, "isn't fair committees mak ctintider bills any
of most legisiatioii- is proceeding on
to the citizens of the state.
time after they are received.
schedule. Although Monday was a
The system contemplates 100
legislative
holiday, the joint
percent participation," he said. "When
Senate President Pro Tern Joe
Appropriations and Revenue Coltwe get close to the quorum level 151 in
Prather, D-Vine Grove said committee
mittee was holding a public hearing on
the House, 20 in the Senate; the process
activity would be intensified when the
the coal severance tax.
doesn't work asit should.
legislature convenes Tuesday after a
"It has been some type of miracle
Prather and Kenton said conlong weekend in order to br( ng
that it has operated as well as it has,"
sideration has been given to the
legislation to the Senate floor by the end
he said.
enactment of a law allowing Saturdays
of the week. Kenton said there has -been no
to be declared legislative holidays
Because committee activity has been
discussion
OLYMPICS PROCCAMATIONS — Calloway County Judge Executive
of eliminating the
during the 60-day 'session - thereby
sporadic, little legislation is before the
requirement that legislation be posted
Robert Miller, left, Murray State University President Constantine Curris,
freeing up several more working days.
Senate. Prather said several special
for three days prior to its consideration
center, and Murtay Mayor Melvin Henley have proclaimed the week of
committee meetings would be
However, Kenton said that ever) if the
by a House committee,to enable panels
Feb. 1-5 "National Special Olympitts Week" in Murray, Calloway County
scheduled Tuesday in addition to the
membership would approve such a bill,
to speed up the process.
and the canspus of Murray State University. Henley holds a Special Olymregularly scheduled meetings.
it would probably only mean at this
The posting requirement "is one of
pies trophy. A Special Olympics basketball tournament wit be Feb. 2, land
point that the legislature would gain
the best things we ever did," he said,
am personally concerned that
4 at Murr=2:rrtitl.Some 15 tears,from nine states are expected
244
awl vould notibe discarded just- to' we've ntiedtheiturble thne AgainstIth9-0•Pabotiffiye Orphaned dats...tismr.."2.7tis-4,
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Let's Stay Well

By FJ L BlasIngaine, MD
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birth.
Because of the confusing
Q: Mrs. R. L. writes that
-Persons with a history
claims being made about
she and her family often
of allergy to salicylates
and
Drug
the
Food
aspirin,
use aspirin with relief and
_4 shi;Crashes;. difficulty in
benefit. She Fias'ime neigh: - Aihniiiiitration ('FDA) al5-' - breathing after taking
pointed an advisory panel
bor who takes large doses
them, etc. i, should avoid
of experts to. make McCall. of aspirin .every day for
mendations about the hailrheamatism, but another
--:. Bleeding,such as vortifriend refuses to use the . dling .of aspirin by the
-iting blood after taking
public. The following is a
drug and regards it. as a
ASA, should receive
. summary .of their.,segges- •
form of dope.
pt mect al attention,
R.
Mrs,
f-i• saM I think--tims.""':- -"..'
1 'TT--.
-,Keep aspirin out of the
.ataksonftision exists ahotii—.—.:m-Label../11.1.1131
.31n.041211.-,-.7-rolicit- of children. and-us- .
.-_, 1978 by Quango inesine44.Y Piro.8$944.19.
this dr. W+11"- - .
tbe use,_.
containers with a safe' -,
..
informatia including "fir
-'' you please -make corn. - - - - .-.* -'
cap. A person who has
- TAU PHI LAMBDA — The new officers for 1978 of the Omicron Alpha Chapter of-the-relief
the
of
temporary
ocments
on this subject. I
•
ingested'
a large dose of
Tau -Phrtambda- Sorority orthe-Wandrneit-01-ttfe WOrld %defy-154V their ?esif - 's `-'--------'
casional minor aches,
DEAR ABBY:
A wo we work with has been think that it is important to
especailly
a child.
c
a
a
s
r
p
i
e
.
r
in,
the lanyary meeting held at DeVanti's. They are, left to right, first row, Diana Lyons,
pains and headaches and .
married for 18 years, and her 'husband frequently sends many people."
should receive emergency
secretary Ernestine Garland, vice-president Martha Andrus, president second row,
fever."
of
reduction
fOr
the
A:•
•
salAspirin
•(
acetyl of
flowers to her at the office for no special occasion. There is
- Regular large_rtoses of
Marilyn Herndon,first trustee; Ann Spann, watchman; Donna Garland, second trustee;
always a mushy card with the flowers, telling her how icylic acid or ASA) is the
Because aspirin is comaspirin to relieve rheurna---"great" she is and how much he loves and appreciates her. most widely' used of all
Bettye Baker, past president third row Carol McDougal, third trustee; Jean Richerson,
mon in most households
tism
taken
should
not
be
over-the-counter
mediscrapbook chairman; Sara Alexander, escort; and Cynthia Hart, sentry. Those not picWe wonder why he doesn't send his wife floweis at
and is so generally safe
without the direction and
Qt_moirliow , cities. Despite its relative
home so they can both enjoy them?
tured are Judy Scruggs, treasurer and Laura Jackson, musician.
and
beneficial when taken
supervision of a physician.
safety, aspirin can be
We have always been a wee bit suspicious
properly:Am:tend to grow_
'
- harmful if used intrOper=7-fThe panel "feels-that this. CorelesS_ and. indifferent
. who lay on a heavy laverdovey ileaibe. in publielert
wonder if perhaps they aren't going overboard to_give-the -IST. However, ASA is a moat information should be-on-- about having it readily
impression that theirs-hi I super-great iniiiiirige, When in helpful medicine . when
available. Yet, aspirin poithe label.) In fact, selffact,it's not ap that great. Would you say that we were on used causly.
soningt. continue to be
treatment requires a diagthe right track?
.
fairly common and poten---nosis before taking large
THE OTHER GIRLS
7amounts of'ASA.,The pa- - - batty dangerous..
_ .,
• tient may, for example,
DEAR GIRLS:Not necessarily. Your co-worker and her'
inand
the
WOW
the
nalism
ef
to
ipanied
arthritis
accon_
has
that
was
he
feel
,
husband
Chapter
could
have
a
Alpha
truly
super-great
Omicron
The
marriage. It's;
Tuesday, January 31 ,. when he has an infection . —7.4wsoixi%
a wise and thoughtfut husband who lets others know that
of the Tau Phi Lambda surprise meeting by he lormed the sorority of the Max
Murray
Honorary
scholarship
TOPS (Take vu which needs other treathe
Hort
loves and appreciates his wife. When a man publielY
sorority of the Woodmen -of husband. Gordon. Martha II
Pounds Sensibly) Club is ment and will not benefit
compliments
his
made
UN
president,
State
lady
(or
Murray
.
Foundation
at
when
a
lady
publicjy
Andrus,
compliments
the World Society held its
scheduled to meet ALAN-mom-aspirin.
-AA.Mri. Moody, University. He also discussed_ ... her ;mink the compliment is enhanced. .
,monthli...meeting.*_110eVA11-._ .Preil
Health Center at seven p.m.
- Avoid aspirin during
planning
.
program
the
youth
the
at
folest
nither
-A
,
24,
ban,
We,Tireminy4oentag,
,
BEAR--ABBY-:±hirinotherft-taw Tanta English ft
The dinner meeting was meeting,-Crover Rini-tett, -for 1MCMiiing Year.- •
Branch a, of pregnancy when the develMurray
little country school in Idaho about _40 years ago, so she
Ann
reported
by
was
It
the
for
Manager
Area
.
•
Mae
Patty
held.to-honor Mrs.
GREEN
considers herself an authority on grammar and word - American Association of aping fetus is highly sensiWelfare
that
the
Spann
gave
a
World,
Moody as the Outstanding Woodmen of the
usage.
medicines
PON
JIM
'lye
Women
to
rrtakv.
ivelattf
citizen for. 1977.412111MOSAY ,Presentation_ on the fniter-_ _cortittee • had been Active.
'-Everttitne- -LeRoy gets-a
rescheduled its meeting at taken by the mother. Likeincither she
Christmas favors were made
encloses LeRoy's latest letter all marked up with
seven
p.m. at the home of wise, taking ASA late- in
and taken to the Westview
corrections she's made in red pencil. We just laugh and
Eleanor
Kiidman with Dr. pregnancy may prolong
Nursing Home and magazines
toss it in the wastepaper basket. LeRoy and I are both
Koenecke
in charge of bleeding for both the
Alice
had been collected but due to
college graduates, and we know as much about writing as
mother and infant at childprogram.
the
his mother.
the weather,they had not been
Should we tell her to go jump in the lake?
taken to, the hospital yet.
Tuesday, January 31
11AD IT IN RUPERT,IDAHO
4/,,
Bettye'Beier reportecron.the
Concert by Pianist Tim

Wants All To Know
He Loves His Wife
By Abigail Van Buren

Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
Plans Events For The Year
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fainily that the sorority had
ut
adopted' ftw --Christmas-abd
writing whin moilier,•you would tell her to go jump INTO
,advised that # was a very , he lake.
Iftwiejnthpe
itY"
."in"lincrUltarka
the lake,It indl
"rilirm
eatekths
ig"th°
t he wis
wiiitiniftfi project. -=
before be jumiierti—
Igrel0
-Martha-Andrus, president,'
P.S. I aan't want to be Picky, but the wine rule applies
made the committee apwhen tossing something "IN" the wastepaper basket.
pointments for the coming
DEAR ABBY: When I read the small print at the end of
year. Jean Richerson was
Yo$1r column claiming,that you send personal replies to
appointed chairman of the
dre
ss
uc
se
hdaeto
stamped, awdas
nveloes, didn't
scrapbook committee, Cynrteho
alsley Inciev
senid
t. a
life
tal mess,
dna
chairlieie et -the --had nothingtolose butIS price-oftwaisostalle-s
etldhth
Pha
,teeI
' Bettey I tool a chance and
social committee,
wrote to you. Baker, chairman of the
Abby, your responire changed my life. I went to a.
program committee,. Carol .• marriage counselor as you suggested
and found that-he.
McDougal, chairman of the was on the same wave length as
it heppenedrAfter

1rPow,

publicity committee, Donna living with the wrong person for 19 years, I am moving in
the- marriage colinselor..Ws.Jewiskand.gay„about,„._
Garland,-.chairman of
in'T the most intellectually stimulating and
welTafe-Cothmittee, Erne-Stine' 'ilk
Garland, chairman of. the wonderfully sympathetic person I've ever met. I'm off the booze, off the valium, and off women forever.
membership committee, Ann
My
indebtedness is endless.
Spann, chairman of the ways
LIVING AT LAST IN SAN FRANCISCO
and means committee, and
Diana Lyons, chairman of the _
HEAR LIVING: Maseltov! (Translation: Ceagratiala,
contact committee.
tions.)
Lists of these appointments
and the committee'members

of each committee were
distributed. Martha anthat
a
nounced
new
scholarship committee would
be appointed at the next
meeting.
Carol McDougal reported on
the bowling activities and
announced that the next
bowling night would be Feb.
15.
The sorority approved
making a donation to the Max
13. Hurt Scholarship Foundation. Plans began for the
third annual Kentucky Little
Miss Pageant.
Members present at the
meeting were Martha Andrus,
president, Lorretta Jobs,
advisor, Bettye Baker, Diana
Lyons, Marilyn Herndon,
Donna Garland, Carol McDougal, Ann Spann, Sara
Alexander, Cynthia Hart,
Jackson,
Laura
Jean
Richerson, Glenda Smith, and
Jeanie Lamb. Jean Richerson
won the door prize.

H you feel left out and lonely, or wish ),ou knew how to
get people to like you, my new booklet, "How To Be
Popular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old," is for you.

Send $1 along with a long, self-addressed, stamped (24
cents) envelope to Abby, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. _
_

Your Individual
Horoscope
• Frances Drake
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Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.

Citmi

meet al the Holiday Inn at
twelve won with the Rev.
Jerry Hendley as speaker.

7"aVnaii
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Martha Latham of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
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cDonald's®

in the long run - and
bring you satisfaction as well. (Dec. 22 to Jan, 20) Vi4
If you happen to get a late
GEMINI
start, pick up your pace as you
(May 22 to June 21)
go along. Your fine mind and

be keen quick comprehension-of unusual
now, but the challenge could situations should be stimulated
prove stimulating. A good now.
chance to display your AQUARIUS
ingenuity and know-hew.,
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)'
Influences favorable in part,
CANCER
but day requires more effort,
(June 22 to July 23) 43
0 steady application of your
skills
Day calls for your steadiest
knowledge. Cooperation
heart and hand. Don't_ try to and
with right forces vital,
swim against 'the tide and don't
PISCES
try to force issues.
;Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C't
LEO
Excellent Neptune influences.
(July 24 to Aug. 231
-An encouraging period! Bolster
By interpreting situations your self-confidence, your
arbitrarily, you may miss in- powers of concentration, and be
tended meanings. Do not Patient for the results which
hesitate to call in clever WILL come.
associates for better understanding.
YOU BORN. TODAY are an
Day
needs
collaboration, team work.
extremely ambitious
individual. Little discourages you
VIRGO
- especially if you have the
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) ar
confidence of family, coSelf-reliance should be your
keyword now. Don't let others workers and superiors. Norpractical, you are able to
do your thinking for you. mally
advantage of opportunity
Neither let anyone sItay you take
sometimes seeing it before
from a worthwhile course.
others do. Avoid useless,
LIBRA
unhappy friction in relationr-e
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
40
ships. Extremely versatile, you
Pitch into activities with could succeed as a writer,
verve, confidence, your usual painter, Musician, fashion
know-how. If new propositions designm or interior decorator,
are made, however, give them ge-tralate of: Victor Herbert,
careful study. Don't be caught Amer. composer, Clark Gable,
=Wu.,
oft.guarci-by. surface gittter:_.
4I2Wi 1)(1131.verLY.
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Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p.m.
at the lodge hall.

-

Is Having A Ground Hog Day

noilr"
Your competition will

VACUUM CLEANER
PARTS AND SERVICE

MOTORS

Thursday, February 2
Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club has
cancelled its meat* for this
,
month.

%atoll

Thru 2/9

FOR WEDNESDAY,FEBRUARY 1,1978
What kind of day will SCORPIO
tomorrow be? To find out what (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ril,44C•
the stars say, read the forecast . Routine, the things you
given for your birth Sign.
planned and expected would run
"just so," may suffer a setback.
ARIES
Take in stride, however, and go
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) grA on to something else until
Survey chances: some should "clouds" lift and you get a
be rewarding. Plan on some better perspective.
expansion but curtail where SAGITTARIUS
necessary. Get your picture in (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
focus, and you will benefit later.
You can make a bright new
place for yourself with a little
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tika' more diligence and a gracious
Some requests may annoy, demeanor. Use a practical
but think them over carefully. arena for trying out ideas
Compliance COULD prove before putting them into effect.
CAPRICORN
profitable

RAGS- BELTS- MOTORS-FANS-NOSES-BAGS-BELTS- MOTORS-FANS- NOSES-

HOSES

Gualdoni,graduate student at
Schrthern Illinois University,
Carbondale, will be at 8:15
p.m.in the Old Recital Hall of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Murray
Center,
State
University.

Breakfast special!
At McDonalds, with each breakfast entree' ordered you receive a coupon worth 1 FREE order of Hash
brovms
doit an tor
,
Ali

itkg

107 N. 12th
Murray, Ky.
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—Letter To The Editor

Looking Back
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Says Farmers Powerful
Dear Editor:
The following essay was written by a

rY
es
An
rig
id
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been circulated by area farmers.
Because, the American Farmers
represent only four per cent of the
voting. public, Inc power is greatly
underestimated. They just might
possess the power to stop the world.
The rest of the USA along with the
rest of the world, depends on this four
per cent for food and clothing. But the
point that needs to be made are the jobs
that depend on the American Farmer.
If the Amer.ican Farmer doesn't raise
it, the bakepy can't bakeit, V* truckers
can't haul it, the grocery store can't sell
it, the breweries can't brew it, the
restaurants can't serve it, the textile

plants &caret weave- it, the clothing
manufacturing
plants
can't
•
sores
can't sell it, the trains can't transport
it, the warehouses can't store it, the
dock hands can't load it, the ships can't
ship it. foreign markets can't market it,
newspapers, radio and television
stations can't advertise. it, and consumers can't buy it.
lithe American Farmer goes under,
he'll take the world with him. The
American Farmer works from sunrise
to "dark-thirty" providing jobs and a
-living for millions. It's about time for
4ille American Farmer to make a living
for himself.
Kim Wallis
Murray, Ky.
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Knocks BudgetProposal
Dear Editor:
Governor Julian Carroll, in his
budget • proposal to the General
Assembly for the next bienniuni,thas
attempted to undermine the work of the
State Auditor's Office by what he calls
an alternative funding_ process. The
governor has cut our general support 96
percent from his own recommendation
for the last biennium, leaving us to
finance our operations of fees charged
for-audits of state agencies.
His is a concept that would surely
hamper the independence required of
--"This office, because we simply -cannot
•• -- depend on the agencies we audit for our
funding and r-emain=independent.IL isa
concept that would force us to halt all
.
.
.special audits . end inveitigations of
-leating deals, personal service cOlctracts and other flagrant violations at
the state government level. Moreover,
in making his recommendations, the
governor completely ignored the

-

0.

10 Years Ago
Ray Roberts has • been elected
-president of the Murray. Board of
...-Realtors.. Harding.- Galloway is vicepresident and Evelyn V. Smith is
urer.
Dr. Wayne Beasley and Skip Neale
have been appointed by Kentucky
Oovernor Louie Nunn to serve on the —
State Commission on Corrections and
.
Ccinuminity Service.
__Deaths reported iuchele Nirs. Leota---Norsworttly, age 68.
Mrs. Dossie Wheatley will serve as
chairman of the World Day of Prayer
program to be held on March 1.
' In high school basketball games
noway County High Lakers beat the
-South Marshall Rebels and Murray
High Tigers beat the Murray University Colts. Stan Key got 42 points for
Calloway, RObert Locke got 26 for South
Marshall,-Beane got 22 for Murray
High, and Barnes and Richey gut nine
each for the Colts.

budget request we proposed to him for
the next biennium. This was a request
that would guarantee complete acThe large two story frame house of
countability-of- all state tax dollars at-no ---:-Claude Fennel.; located about le mile
additional cost to the taxpayers. - —
from the city limits on the ynn Grove
Highway, burned to the ground
I was elected by the people to fulfill
yesterday morning about 7:30.
the constitutional and legal responet< ries /1/Wit41—
Pa
For the first time since 1942, a fullsibilities of this office, and I am going to
scale survey of property values has
resist this effort to diminish the inBy M..C. Garrott
been made coverOg .Calloway County
dependence and integrity of this office.
and other counties MI& United Stare-s.
We are taking our proposae•lo the
New officers of the Murray Magazine
legislature and that is why we are
Club are Mrs. 0. C. Wells, president;
asking for help from every citizen who
Mrs. A. F. Doran, vice-president; Mrs.
wants a strong audit of how their tax
E. C. Jones, secretary; Mrs. Jack
dollars are being spent. -We ask your
Kennedy, treasurer; Mrs. E. A.
readers to write or call their legislators
Tucker, reporter.
or
arid-urge-them to vote li,
Mrs. C.3:711111aii) Liiwry mire-Won
funds so we can continue our work for
"Jaw_ Today" at the meeting of_the
accountability in government.
_.
Woman's Soetety of Christian Service
managed to reach Madisonville, put
Last Thursday's snow and ice storm
weather conditions in the Murray area
Thank you.
of the Martin's Chapel Methodist
some
chains
on
Mary's
struck
car
close
and
to
slipped
home
only two houses
worsened.
'Sincerely,
Church.
and slid on back to Murray.
away,in fact.
"They were just great," she said. "I
George L. Atkins
Hams are advertised.at 49 cents per
Mary
is
scheduled
Our
to
pretty
go
back
to
neighbor,
Mary
really
never
Lawson,
felt alone out there with
Auditor of Public Accounts
pound in the- ad for Parker's Food
Frankfort shortly for another meeting
who lives just down Glendale from us
the CB radio because there always was
Market this week.
of some kiwi, but holding up both hands
got caught in it coming home from
a truck or two or three cars close by and
she was quick to exclaim, "Somebody
Frankfort and had to hold up at
in contact with me, but when they
else is going to have to drive this time if
--Madisonville in a motel. She was there
began to advise me to find shelter
Dear Editor:
Organizations who--iire-active
1--gort I'm.-.:not-going through that
The plans 'for a gymnasium and •
e - until Friday -wherr-hushand, Ted, and
somewhere I headed for MadisonVilk,
•
Each year, during the .month of, program along with other busfhesses
Chester. Raeder, - a brother-in-law.- - - knowing there were Motels there."...
auditoritun for ,I)ouilas .,High School-.
• •
January, the American Association of
managed to reach her with chains and. .- At Madisonville, Mary found the.. In sure ;here are scores of others • resulted from several years of planning
and organizations tw nunierous, to
Blood Banks along . with --itis 2000
nIvIltmn.
-got her home.
4r_r9ffthe COmmtuiity with experiences_ • work by both the black add white
-Atamada inn full, but the lady at the
member banks salute the many
just as harrowing as Mary's as a result
We also`thank the many people who
Mary, who teaches home economics
citizens of this community,Supt. of City
desk suggested that she just stay calm
volunteer donors who have given blood
of that storm, but hers simply emSchools. W.Z. Carter said today.
donate individually. A special thanks to
at Murray State, had been in Frankfort
and take a seat in the lobby. "I'm sure
daring the year. It is with the support of
phasizes again the value of those CB
Sheriff Wendell Patterson said a 1941
those who donate on a regular basis and
attending a staff meeting the first three
we will soon be getting some canyou, the blood donor, that the Murray=radios when traveling, especially in bad
Chevrolet coupe,stolen from Clayborne
especially those who have reached the
days of the week. She and Mrs. Agnes
cellations, and we'll be able to take care
Calloway County Hospital Blood Bank
weather. By listening to the truckers
Crick of Kirksey on July _5, has been _
one gallon mark since the beginning of
Foster, a state Future Homemakers
of you," she told her.
has been able to provide this cornand the other chatter on them, you
the program. We can always rely upon
located in Nashville, Tn.
Association advisor living at ,Centrat
know exactly what's. th front of yoU and
- ..--munity with all it's blood needs during: these repeat donors when emergency
T. 0. Turner- has been appointee': 71
City, _had left Frankfort about -I p.m.
Abogt.615 p.m., a Paducah couple
whed, as in Mary's case, 1t Wotild be -Calloway chairmoh of the c.ampaltaitai,,.
the past year. You provide a life
situations arise.
Wednesday. Although it was foggy, the
called to cancel and.Mary had a room.
_sustaining __ substance._ _one that is_
advisable to leave the highway and -funds for the
temperature was 37 degrees. They
Each blood donor should be proud of
:
Society Tor Crippreit From then.on it was simply a matter of
tn your
needed by hundreds of_people
head
for
his
participation
shelter.
in
this
anticipated
Children.
very
necessary
no
trouble
getting
home.
until
Ted
could
waiting
get
her
and
help
community. .
"Mine was a godsend," she said. "I
program, and we the entire staff of the
Miss Carolyn Carter, chosen Miss
• ++1her home.
_ •
Special appreciation is due the
West Kentucky for 1047, is pictured on
Murray-Calloway County Hospital ,
Thin
donit know what I .Mould have done
ran into the bad weather
"One man came into the hotel with
Murray Lions Club for their continuing
without it. Like I said, although I was
Blood Bank Salute you.
the cover of the "Wheelsman" for
just out toiliklizabethtown and managed
his feet almost frozen," she said. "He
support of the program. Also a special
by myself in my car, I was never
Sincerely,
to make it to Central City. There Mrs. , had left his stranded car and walked
February. The magazine is published in
thanks to WNBS radio for their support
alone."
David Walker MT.( ASCP)
Foster left her and Mary headed
Paducah for river enthusiasts.
seven miles in the snow in street shoes.
++±
by providing air time when situations
Chief Medical Technologist
toward Murray alone. All the time she
Hazel bat Murray Training School
Friday morning, the state police
arise that require immediate blood
Even more fortunate were Bob and
Murray-Calloway Co. Hospital
was in contact through her CB radio
and Lynn Grove beat Almo in opening
brought in a trucker who had been
donors. We appreciate The many
_BloodBank
with the truckers who were going east,
_Chloe Swobotia,__friends of ours from- games of the -Calloway County High
sitting up in his truck all night out on
Murray State University Student
Ralston Purina_ days and now living in
and as time passed their reports of
School Basketball tournament. High
the parkway.
Centralia, Ill. They had brought their
scorers were Bailey with 10 for Hazel, .
"It was really something. The coffee
daughter, Susan, to the Murray campus
Boyd with 11 for Murray Training,
shop was full all the time and
Hs Rowland F..1 an.anti Hobi•rt \mak
to look it over with the prospect of
Crouch with 16 -for Lynn Grove, and C.
everybody got to know everybody else,
perhaps attending college here.
Burkeen and Thompson with 14 for
where they had been and where they
Tuesday we showed them around the
Almci
were going. It was funny, too, to watch
campus the best we could in all that
the men and to observe their
rain, and Wednesday morning they met
frustration. They would go out and start
with deans, faculty and .department..
their cars, w.alk ar000d them, kick the
chairmen. A4 the time Bob had his ear
tires and look.up into the skies. They
cooked for the weather reports. About
- —"By The Assoctaied Press
•wanted to get going but simply
10:30 a.m., he figured it was time to
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 31, the 31st
couldn't."
head for Centralia. Those Purina
day of 1978. There are 334 days left in
-t- 4- -4salesmen can read weather signs better
the year.
than a groundhog.
Meanwhile, back at the ranch. Ted
Today's highlight in history
Yesterday, I had a note-from them.
and Chester were getting geared up to
On this date in 1958, the first
military man who wanted to introduce
on SALT II.
WASHINGTON.
The historic
They reached the Centralia turnoff on IAmerican satellite, Explorer One, was
improvements to his system could do
go get her. They managed to come up
Consequently, senior administration
Senate debate on arms control is being
with some second-hand chains, which 57 just as the state police were closing
launched into orbit from Cape
so, could not be stopped, and it was
officials are in no hurry for a SALT
inexorably delayed, perhaps into next
the interstate. Instead of flying out of
they had to makeshift fit the tires on
Canaveral, Fla.
absolutely unverifiable." The Russians
ratification debate and would prefer
year beyond the 1978 elections, thanks
Paducah to a poultry meeting in
On this date:
their car and which wore out and beat a
are saying: we couldn't stop our
waiting until after the 1978 elections.
to developments in Washington and
Atlanta,
In
Bob
had
to
leave
from
1801, John Marshall was appointed
before
St.
the
side
they
of
the
panel
car
off
Louis
military
if
we
wanted
to.
This lack of haste is one reason why the
Geneva tied to a single word:
a day or so late, but we said he was
Chief Justice of the United States.
had hardly reached BentonAut Ted
If missile improvements are unold Carter administration forecast that
verification.
thankful to be able to do so.
makes his living with cars and they
In 1865, Gen. Robert E. Lee was
verifiable, why should the Russians
a SALT treaty would be initialed this
In Washington, prospects for Senate
named commander-in-chief of - the
complain? The suspicion is that
month is now inoperable.
ratification of a new SALT (strategic
It John f:tinniff
Confederate armies.
Moscow plans such extensive
Moreover, the Backfire bomber issue
arms limitation talks) agreement are
In 1917, Germany announced ghat it •
modernization
that
some
of
of
missiles
- though really less important than
going down instead of up because of
was beginning a policy of unrestricted:,
it would surely be obsetved. Thus, the
missile agreements already reached serious doubts about Soviet comsubmarine warfare in World War!. real concern raised by SALT II is not
remains a serious stumbling block. The
pliance. In Geneva, U. S. efforts at
In 1943', in World War II, the Soviet,.
just lack of verification but the Soviet
Backfire clearly has the range to reach
verification are partly responsible for
Union
announced victory over German ,
of
improvement
Union's
implacable
North America on a one-way flight. The
unexpected delay in negotiating an
troops at Stalingrad.
Russians insist it is not a strategic. strategic systems while the U.S. scraps
agreement.
In 1967, West- Germany and -Corn- .
the B-1 bomber, slows development of
weapon, will not count it in SALT's
Central to this problem is the Soviet
munist Romania renewed diplomatic
the MX mobile missile, and agrees to
numerical limitation on strategic
Backfire bomber. The Senate insists on
relations over the objections of East
limit cruise missile development.
NEW YORK r A P - Do you
Williams pointed out in an .address
weapons, and will not even mention
verification that the bomber will not be
Germany.
In reply Paul Warnke is known to feel
remember the individual investor,
here. Less than a decade ago, when
Backfire in the SALT II agreement.
an interContinental weapon, the difIn 1976, Pope Paul VI cautioned
there must be some measure of consometime called the little guy, the
institutional business was sought by
Instead, they offer a letter from
ficulty of which has stymied the U.S.against feminist movements that he
fidence in Russian good faith. But if
fellow who was supposed to usher in
some brokers, they actually refused to
President Leonid Hrezhnev promising
Soviet talks. The U.S. effort to bar
said ran the risk of depersonali
such confidence is all that is necessary.
people's capitalism by building up his
work with individuals..
not to use the
.Backfire as an in'modernization of strategic weapons,
women.
the entire tedious procedure of SALT
own private portfolio?
Brokers also urged buyers to leave
tercontinental weapon.
another unresolved point, also reveals
Ten years ago: South Vietnam's
negotiations would seem superfluous.
One of the more recent efforts to
securities with them, in order to
In a recent interview over •RK0
the limits of verification.
President
Nguyen Vaerhieu declared
other
The
fact
many
is
that
and
Glenn
recallhim,
market,
to
was
mind
and
to
facilitate trading and incidentally,
General Television, Warnke told us any
But questions larger than verification
martial law in the face of mounting
fence-sitting Senators lack Warnke's.
the initiation of a survey by the Neiv
permit the broker to lend those shares
Backfire agreement "will have to be
are raised. Does the willingness of U.S.
measure of confidence in the Russians,
York Stock Exchange trying to find out
to short sellers. Now they want a fee for ,guerrilla attacks throughout the
something which is legally binding and
negotiators to accept the Backfire as a
country.
and that is the basic reason why the
why we lost our customers.
the -service."
which is verifiable." What the U.S. has
non-strategic weapon betray overFive years ago: President Richard
ready
administration
no
means
is
by
results
ago,
That
and
the
was
a
year
The
needs and rights of the easily
in mind is co-signing Brezhnev's letter
eagerness for agreement? Is the U.S.
for a SALT debate in the Senate.
of the search, via 2,500 interviews,
to make it "legally binding." But even
forgotten 'individual here further -Nixon said he was sending Henry_
attempt to bar modernization an effort
won't be known until March. But- submerged early in this decade by what. Kissinger to Hanoi to. make the peace in
putting -it into the agreement itself
•---- to compensate for the vulnerability Of
Vietnam more secure'and.to lay.the
Williams, Exchange Com-Harold
would not guarantee against the
was considered the biggest of All
.U.S. Minuteman strategic missiles? .
Miirray Ledger & Tirpet_
--groundwork for reconstruction •- of
reason
why.
knows
one
mission,
nearly
Indeed, expert critics of the
regulatory problems, development of a
Russians turning the Backfire overSoutheast Asia.
"I find it difficult to rationalize why
night into a strategic weapon. In short,
completed SALT II agreement feel it
central market.
Publisher
Walter I. Apper,-One year ago: Secretary of. State
McCutche,
FAitor
small
are
being
investors
raised
rates
R
Gene
•market,---in-which
The
central
the
verifiable.
not
dangerous
it
is
Kremlin
a
gives the
The Murray ledger & Times is published
cyrus
Vance said the Carter
customers
institutional
time
when
at
a
exchanges will link up electronically,
Simoltaneously, Soviet negotiators
strategic advantage even if all limits on
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, ChristAdministration would speak frankly
mas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgiving
receiving
at
rates
that
executions
are
progress
has
made,slow
over
the
past
is
in
use
argument
the
But
non-verifiable
it
verified.
be
could
Soviets
the
Murray Newspapers, Inc. 103 N 4th `:
are possibly below cost,- said
seven years, even thougb Congress about injustice wherever it occurs,
resisting U.S. demands to prohibit
verification, more understandable to
Murray. Ky 42071 Second CIA-4S Postage Paid
•
Murray. Ky 42071
Williams.
sought to spur progress with a mandate including the Soviet Union, but would
of intercontinental
modernization
the layman, that causes unease among
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
not dcrit in a provocative way.
stock
curiosities
of
a
of
the
This
is
one
three years ago.
missiles. This demand is intended, by
uncommitted Senators - particularly
carriers, $250 per month, payable in alvance
HarRental,
By mail in Calloway county and to
Thought for today: To open a shop is
market wherein the laws of buying,But the cause of the individual has
preventing Soviet modernization, to
John Glenn of Ohio.
din, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington, Ky and
selling sometimes get inverted. In
made no progress at all. The very easy.. The difficult thing is keeping
bolster the largely discredited
Having supported chief SALT
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn. $1750 Per.
year By mail to other destinations, 132.50 per
which, for example, Monopoly pracrandomness of his thinking, his relative open - a Chinese saying.
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All Of the assistants
will make one prediction. the Blue-Gold Game on April Gottfried said. "The other
By MIRE BRANDON
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Cats Romp Georgia, Mercer
Nearly Surprises Tar Heels
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College Results

Put a little
sizzle into your
Wednesday
Chicken Fry
Steak Meal!
,40071V#i
-14 --ler

Flucknell 71, Dickinson 61
Cheyney St 64, Mansfield 46
Duquesne 63,S Carolina Si
Fairfield 89, Boston U 83
Ithaca 75, Hobart 69
Phila, Textile 73, Trenton St 70,01
St. Bonaventu.re 90, St. Francis, N
72
St. John's 79. Davidson 67
Susquehanna 51, Lack Haven 49.01
, W Virginia 78, Penn St 68
SOWN

Auburn 85, Miss. St. 74
Florida 84, Alabama 73
Georgia So 64,Samford 77
Jackson St 85 Southern 79,01
Kentucky 90, Georgia 73
Miss Vly St 82, Ark-Pine Bluff 70
New Orleans90,Jacksonville 71
N Carolina 73. Mercer 70
Tennessee Tech 81, Valparaiso 73
Valdosta St 45, ringlet Col 65
Vanderbilt 56, Tennessee 55
Virginia St. 81, N Carolina Cent 80
Virginia Tech 87, Syracuse 71
PUIPAIST

A tasty value
A complete
meal, priced right!
only
You'll enjoy a quality steak
with rich creamy gravy, your choice of potato,
and a thick slice of Stockade Toast. Plus salad
With your choice of dressing, plus your drink.

Bel Air
Center,
Murray

TOCICATNE.
THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE
_ isww: ri

Asseartoll Press
IAIT

var.wamem-kie-a

V.- 1111 116

Butler at Ball St ppd ,snow
ancinnati 70, Tulane 63
Creighton 84, New Mexico St 70
Indiana 71, Michigan St 86
Iowa 88, Wisconsin 73
Loyola, 11179, Indiana St 76
Miami, Ohio 72, No Illinois 56
Minnesota 69, Northwestern 58
84
OlhoSt r,
Oral Roberts 56. Tulsa 54
Purdue 80, Michigan 85 .
101111111161

f: Texas St 81, Abilene Chris 76
Lamar 95, Texas-Arlington 81
McNeese St 67, Arkluisas St 45
SMU 74, Rice 73
SW Texas 86,Sain Houstontil
Stepeho F Austin 95, Texas A&I 72
Texas 73, Houstdn 72
Texas A&M 58, Baylor 56
Texas So 55, Grambling 50
Texas Teets* TC.I1 S5
PIA 1111St

W IllInois 64, Denver 78

Calloway To Play Pair
Of Games, Tigers Off
What is round and appears to be a bit oratigeish in color?
Easy,the sun. Well, not if you are a sports fan. The answer
to that one is a basketball.
And believe it or not, we'll be seeing that round, orangeishlooking object tonight.
Calloway County High School will play a twinbill at South
Marshall against Marshall County. The Lakers were
scheduled to play at home tonight in a twinbill against Fulton
County but the Pilots decided they didn't want to try and
make the trip.
Marshall County was to have hosted Ballard Memorial
tonight but the Bombers decided they didn't want to make the
trip. And since Calloway County and Marshall County had
already been snowed out in previous attempts to play the
games,school officials decided to play tonight.
It will be a busy week for the Lakers. On Thursday,
Calloway County will try for the fourth time this season to
play Lowes. The two girls' teams will clash at 6:30 p.m. in the
opener at Jeffrey Gymnasium then the boys' teams will play
the nightcap.
The Lakers returato their regular schedule by hosting Farmington for a boys' game Friday then on Saturday, will entertain Paducah Tilghman to a twinbill.
Meanwhile, across town, Murray High has postponed its
scheduled game for, tonight at Cairo. The Tiger boys, who
have had four games snowed out, are scheduled to' host
Christian County Friday.
The Murray High girls have lost five games to the snow arid
are scheduled to Play at Hickman County Thursday.
Decisions on those contests will come later.

Master of Business Administration Program "
Announces
The Master of Business Administration program at Murray State University requires that
every student take the Graduate Management Admission Test (G.M.A.T.). A student cannot be admitted into the M.B.A. program unless he or she has taken the G.M.A.T. and has
received a satisfactory score.
. program at Murray State but who plan to
.
Persons not currently admitted into the M.B.A
begin the program either this summer or next fall should plan to take the G.M.A.T. on Saturday, March 18, 1978. The registration deadline for this exam is February 24, 1978. It is not
necessary that the exam be taken in Murray. In addition to Murray, some nearby test centers for the exam on March 18 are: University of Evansville, Southern Illinois University
(Carbondale), University of Kentucky, University of Louisville, and Vanderbilt University.
Assistant Dean, M.B.A.
College of Onsiness end Plastic Affairs
Murray Stets University
Merrvy, TT 42071
Mem 1402-7624470

Please send me the necessary registration materials for the Graduate
Manifgement Admission Test.
Name
Address
Stets

city

S.

Murray State University
Phone ($02) 762-4IU

Murray, Ky. 42071
•

a

Zip

4

_
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Higher Lumber Costs for DoIt-Yourseffers
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mills as we call them, put out a
By VIVIAN BROWN
darned fine product. Their
Newskatures '
overhead was not high and they
could afford to cut prices a
Wilber is inching up-in price little bit. By keeping pricer
and the more or lest traditional
-down, it
poike th marafter-hohday pricr cut may not
ket and the big companies went
prevail this year. And chances
along with it," says Meyer,
are you may not find a small
who has been with the Weed
mill operator to accommodate
_ and Duryea Lumber Co. in New
your pocketbook either.
If you have decided to builds
Canaan for 11 years.
house or an -addition to an - "However, many of these
egging house, you 'Might- is -*link companies have been gobbled up by the giants who now
well order the materiels now.
Lumber prices usually go up in , run them and control the market," Meyer continued.
the spring and this season will
A little mill oPerator may
be no exception.
have had no alternative but to
That advice is the kind Ron
sell with the oru-ealistic profit
Meyer has been giving to some
of his lumberyard customers
be .waa_ _offered. Iteyer has
and do-it-yourselfers in Con-

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

THE

tJSE

heard that some deals were
8500,000 bonanzas.
Do-1t-yourselfers are still an
active market and it is a growing phenomenon in their areas
But big developments are par
of the scene too.
A new, large development of
single-family homes near Meyer's operation are in the $200,000 price range which startles
the economy-minded,he says.
An aVid do-it-yotIrselfer, Meyer -Wilt his own Cape Cod
house for his family of five in
nearby Stamford and is wellversed in the economies of both
small and large building supply,
buyers.

feel that they hive a tie erresale value, a somewhat questionable reason.
While the enclosed rear patio
got 59 percent of the votes, the
families with children were
strong la support of the extr4
. Non), inside the house. Here,
-.too, there was a feeling that the
extra inside room would make
the house more salable at a later time.
Incidentally, hundreds of letters were received after the

EDITOR'S NOTE - This is
the third and lest la a series of
artielea oa readers' housing
preference',

t"k
,

survey votes were tallied, but
in none of the 10 areastreas
there any change of more than
one percent in the results as
originally reported

/
Ely ANDY LANG
.
AP Netiiifeatures
Dd-It-yoiil
will find
DINING ho
The Last four questions asking
much valuable information in
"S
ROOM
for the preferences of readers
Andy Lang's handbook, "Pracia houses they might have built
tical Home Repairs," available
./toncerned attics versus baseby sending $1.50 to this news/ments, fireplace locations, trapaper at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J.
ditional versus contemporary
07666. )
styles, and an extra room or an
enclosed rear paid.
'TREAS BUILDING CENTER•THE ANSWER STORE
Fifty-six percent said that, if
thfy intended to have both Oh
"Prices are going up a dollar
attic and a basement in a new
" here, a dollar there; remainiog
house and the builder agreed to
at a level for a few-weeks and
6
finish one of them without exthen going up a few dollars
LIVING ROOM
BEDROOM
tra charge, they would rather
more," Meyer says.
is•Is4
have the basement finished.
"There is a lot of talk about
• Eighty-eight percent elected
price rises. We could consider
-to have a fireplace in the famitwo, three percent as fair,
ly room rather than the living
„maybe. ..ch#11tinA it 1,1p to
'
- room.
freight, wages or fuel rises, but
Seventy-one percent prethe word is there might be a 10
42
----frarreds traditional exterior dei02.41R
-ar..tkpercent 'price -rise and
sign to a contemporary style
how can that be justified? We
NATURAL cross-ventilation is a main
tuie in the design of
Fifty-nine percent chose a
think its ridiculous."
this
Florida-type
family
home.
Jan
Fteijler's Plan HAI024R has
Condensation on windows can be a messy problem.
completely enclosed rear patio
Labor costs, fuel increases
1,024 squaie feet of living area plus/a screened porch and a,
COMO
HO
over an extra room in the
caused by warm moist air indoors coming in contact with
and the costs of getting timber
double carport. Construction of thia4me requires a lot that is at
house
if
the
choice
of
one
or
the
out of leased areas of governa cold surface (RIGHT). When the frame and sash of
least 60 feet by 100 feet. More info
tion may be obtained
other involved no differenee in
ment forests are some reasons
writing to the architect-encloshig a stamped, seif-addiessed
windows are wood, an excellent insulator, and glazed
price.
big companies give for rising
1000- 52nd Street Wth,St. Petersburg, Fla. 33710.
There were some very emLL.P AND
with double-panedhsulating glass ILEF'TJ, the problem
prices, Meyer explained, but
aill
phatic comments about attics
loti of other things are adding
is all but eliminated.
and basements, depending to a
to the overall costs.
large degree on which section
"For example, foreign marof the country was involved.
kets with lots of oil dollars can
But even in the warmer areas,
outbid American companies.
where slab construction and
They can pay double and that
Ira
crawl spaces are in the large
- raises the price of timber,_!.!
majority,
many
persons
said
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now they are disappearing.
guess is that a lot more moisgest headache has been the
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lack of sufficient storage space.
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Featuring the following lines of appliances
*Sub-Zero Buift-In Refrigerators ft Freezers
*Kitchen-Aid DW's-Compecters-Disposers-Mixers
•Therrnador-Baift-in Ovens-Cook
Tops-Micro Wave Oven
*Ronson-Bullt-In Mixers

'Scotsman icernakers
•E7kay S. S. Sinks
•Tredewind Hoods & Venfriators-Can
Openers Toasters
*Gamble-Chopping Blocks

Kitchen Cabinets Et Vanities by...
*Coppes-Nappance-In Oak, Maple & Cherry

*Quaker Maid

*Merillat

WE
SERVICE
WHAT
WESELL

*EASY CREDIT
TERMS
*FREE DELIVERY
*BUY TODAY

Newspaper advertising is
like haying a party line
to our entire circulation!
Plate your message today}

Mi'Irray
Ledger & Times

1114

ir
c

1illi

01104111111

Your
Message
Makes A
Bi99er
Splash..
HERE!

Tress Now Has A
Toll Free Murray No,
Call 759-4026

PICKENS•

NOW HAS PLUMBING SUPPLIES

---- Pickens is now-your-leader
leader in plumbing as well as lighting.
. We now have these leading names in plumbing.

I

v-

NuTone Housing:Products

,/

v Jackson Water Heifers

AMERICAN
STAN DAR D
TOILETS IN A WIDE
SELECTION OF COLORS

v Modular
Tubs &
Baths

NUTONE
'Bath Vanities
*Ventilation Fans
'Heaters

Plastic Drain Line
v- Complete

Lino of Plumbing Accessories
As Well As Shower & Tubs - All Colors

753-1/13
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Pickens is Still Your Leader.For
- • Electric Supplies!
•

*THE

Thinking ofBuilding
Or
Remodeling
You Kitchen?
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taptianTsradiltettiatian
_Resume Tonight After Stalemate

PROJECT
INDEPENDENCE
What is Project
_
4Ideltc4,4e_act7
Project 1nde'pen-

(CLANSilliffli ADS)
15. Articles For Salt
5 LOS' And Found
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Israeli Defen-se Minister Ezer
Weizman and Egyptian War
Minister Mohamed Abdel
Ghany Gamassy resume
ileilatilitions ill cairn .tonight
while Arab opponents of
President Anwar Sadat's
drive for peace get together in
Algiers.
The Cairo half of the IsraeliEgyptian peace negotiations
recessed Jan. 13 in stalemate
over Israel's insistence that 20
Jewish - settlements • it.
established in- the Sinai
remain after sovereighty over
the peninsula.. is restored to
Egypt.
President Anwar Sadat
brae off parallel negotiations
by the two nations' foreign
ministers in Jerusalem the
next,week,and there has been
no indication when these talks
would resume. But in the
interim Israeli Foreign

SAVE 25%

Precipitation To

on BABY SHOE BRONZING

Cover Nation Today
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All styles available in
Bright Bronze,
Antique Bronze, Silver,
"Pewter", and Gold
Peg ante-
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Snue
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Regt,:ar $7 95

ON SE%

SALE 4- ,8 eac.h
BRIGHT

BRONZE

S. Assistant Secretary of State five days in the United States
Alfred Atherton worked out a rather than four as originally
draft declaration of peace planned. The paper gave no
that reason for the extension, but
principles
treaty
Atherton _brought- _taCair9 PreRwPabil. be wants more
time for speeches, interviews
Monday. "
There" was no indication of and television appearances inthejgyptian reaction to the which to argue his case before
the American public.
pet-0e principles.
Meanwhile, the foreign
The purpose of the
declaration is to secure ministers of Algeria, Lib7a,
broad Syria and South Yemen and
on
agreement
of - the
guidelines for an Arab-Israeli -representatives
Liberation
PeLeStine
that
-so
•
settlement
peace
negotiations on the individual- -Organization gathered in
Algiers to discuss new ways to
Issues can proceed.
Israeli government souces try to thwart Sadat's peace
say that on the issue of Israel's initiative.
The ministers areoto draft
withdrawal form the territory
it seized in the 1967 war, the proposals to be submitted to
draft calls for a pullback from their presidents at a
occupied territaries without "rejection front" summit in
stipulating the total with- the Algerian capital Thursday
and Friday. The same group
drawal the Arabs demand.
On the matter of Palestinian met'in Tripoli if-November
rights, it saysthe Palestinians following Sadat's trip to
should "participate in the Jerusalem, but the meeting
their produced nothing but a lot of
of
determination
future," the sources reported. talk and an Iraqi walkout.
This is a U. S. compromise
between Egypt's demand for
Palestinian selfdetermination and Israel's
rejection of self-determination
because it would mean an
--•independent Palestinian state
By The Associated Press
-en--the --West-- Bank --of the
-Thera'&harcily a piase4a-thaUnited States that doesn't face
Strip.
There was. speculation some kind of. precipitation
Sadat would try to- -get today.
Saow was forecast through
modifications from President
Cider in their talks at Camp 'most- sections of the Great
Lakes, the upper Ohio valley
David this weekend.
_Sadat leaves,Thursday. The and the Appalachians. Rain
semi-official newspaper Al was expected along the Gulf
Coast to northern Florida,
wijitkivoutible in ng min. in,
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some interior sections of the
central Gulf states.
Showers were on tap for the
southern Rockies, with snow
at thAigher elevations. Snow
or freezing rain was forecast
for parts of the southern
Plains. Showers also were
expected along the northern
Pacific Coast with snow
reiiehini Inland_ to Montana_
TraVel advisories extended
over much of Montana today
for blowing and drifting gnaw
as well as an occasional snow
shower.

PEANUTS

SUPPERTIME!

HOW COME L?OU DON'T
DANCE WITH JOY ANY
MORE WHEN I BRING
OUT YOUR SUPPER?

WELL?

Q_ON'T
FORCE
YOURSELF!

0
.
0

Untie Darwin

WA/IfED
DEALERS

•

L.re

0-1 stal & eremy

0 0 0 tt_0_11 J9ILIAL1.10,

$100 REWARD for anyone
knoWIng the per= or
personsthat thri* ;tint
on cars Friday night.
Call 753-8567.

ADDRESSERS WANTED Immediately!
Work at home - no experience necessary excellent -pay.- Write
_ American Service, 8350Parl_c _ Lane, Suite 269,
Dallas, TX 75231.
EARN EXTRA MONEY.
Take order* for Lisa
Jewelry. Call for free
Catalog Sales Kit on toll
free 800-631-1258.

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
WATKINS
FO-R
- Products.
Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.
Graprinrit PRI" vitt Disks
Ow awe coevervieet

grepekwits • Est setisfybsi
meets sod less weight. Ilepiey
Drug.

experiesiced laWallsrs. lie fees of my k. We we
Isiciy interested in sell*
Jilt foie insvfatiee lit.
ammefashirs. Can Le ay
TOO 81-1-pmer mend. Write:
Ceallalt•
1111,1194
4700
Chemicals,
Wissahickon Amp., Pelle.,
Perm 19144, Mr. Menem
drieltime_
-1-I
i41/04/04/1..

f

--ADDRESSERS
•STUFFERS $75-$200
weekly possible working
at home. Start immediately. Free details,
rush iself addressed
stamped envelope:
Bestco, 3209 N.W. 75th
Terrace, Depti H409,
Hollywood, Fla. 33024.

STUFFERS AND mailers
URGENTLY
WE HAVE MOST all
EEDED! $25.00 per -N
""
types furnace blower hundred GUARAN-olotors•iii•stoeli-Call-Die
TEED. Send selfElectric, 753-9104 or 753-7,
stamped
adtdressed
1551.
envelope, TK ENTERPRISE, Box 21679,
BIBLE FACTS - Who do Denver, CO 80221.
you trust? Cod and his
word or Man and his
WORLD BOOK - Child
'doctrine? I Corinthians
Craft. Sales -̀rep6:2 and 3tells what to be
resentative wanted. Call
prepared for. In -verse 9.
Mrs. Copes, 1-898-7877
and.10 tells us who will
not see the lcingdotb of.
Qod. Bible answets and WANTED
Bible Study by phoning-IMMEDIATELY
to
man
run.
Clean-up
clean-up shop for
dealer.
wholesale
The
Must be willing to"
work long hours. If you
are the right man for
Namebrond
the job, salary is
Also
-negotiable.
DISCOUNT
tar T.4.op inoPening
SHOES
staller to install
American T-tops. If
you don't want to
BOOTS
work, don't apply for
this job. Call or see
Men's-Women's
Carl Howard. Call
8 Children's
during office hours, 85,753-8300.
300 Main St.

LOANS AVAILABLE for
existing business, new
business start ups, first
and second mortgage_
loans; signature loans,
up to $25,000, farm loans
some 6vi per.centloans.
All projects considered.
1-502-885-1795
Call
days a Week.
BUSINESS' OPPORTUNITY. First
time offered in this area.
A working franchise
with a national cor-'
Investment
poration.
$6,000 to $10,000. We
train completely. Own
your- •ow3. business.
Return unlimited. If
interested no obligation
call (417) '646-8103 or
(417) 646-8327.

Shoe Shack

-dr

The Old Wallis
4?Ilding
,
Grocery Store 8

- OPPORTUNITY
IN ENERGY
CONSERVATION
Cash in on the fastest
growing business in
America. Established
is
manufacturer
seeking select people
to represent their
product. Work out of
your home Highest
earnings Full or part
time. Investment at
;5995 required. Call or
write toll free:
•
Toczek &Son's
Mfg.Inc.
4920 Nome St.
Denver, CO.80239
1-800-525-1184
8 a.m.-4 p.m. _

NEED BABYSITTER
immediately in my
home. Call 753-5487.

ADVERTISING
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24, -13E
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WILL ?6
PLEASE LIE
DOWN ON
Ti-IF RUG 2
6
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BLONOIE

IN CASE You

I DIDN'T WANT
-NOW
WHY
YOU -TO H61:ZTYOURSE L F
D ID YOU
ASK , ME
TO LIE
DOWN?

I'LL
EXPLAIN
LATER

4
....
It

1:10

F
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411;
wc•
*N.4.
3t-

Asi

.
C1974 United Failure Syneacata.

- Ail display ads,
- eirmsified displays
and regular • display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publiisation.
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication.
1

BOYS AND GIRLS
no see limit

HOUSEWIVES
Part time work available Immediately. One week only

Tremendous earnings. Special
meeting will be held at the
Pabwray Holiday Inn, Wednesday, February 1 at 6 p m.
sharp.(Parents welcomer Not
coorwcted with motel.

12 Insurance
ATTENTION FARMERS
- All eligible landowners and farmers
can now get group insurance - (Excess
/ Major Medical) - at
low group rates. For a
free brochure call
Bennett and Associates,
203 South 5th Street,
Murray, 753-7273 or 7591486.

Crossword Puzzler
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Picisiect, rAcr
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Revolution
(abbr )
57 Wail
border
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written
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16 Deep
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S
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sleep
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5 Fur wrap
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Bind
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time
7 Time gone
19 Cyprinoid
by
fish
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20 Food fish
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31 World War
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in
Like
10
deity
IDON'T THINK COOKIE
46 Path
(mitt
essential
Article
23
48 Poker
QUITE GETS THE IDEA 24 Fiber plant
33 Chapeau
parts
stake
34 Hebrew
OF CON VEN IENCE FOODS 28 Substance 19 Verve
48 Go wrong
measure
28 Performed 16 Traded for
36 Move
50 World War
money
29 Crony
If agency
17 Walk
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rinit
unsteadily 37 European
30 Sick
finch
20 Walk
51 Wooden.
32 Cease
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39
22 Near
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Islands
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34 Poems
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whirlwind
rug
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26
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Perform
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BEETLE BAILEY
I DON'T HAVE
THE TIME TO
PROBE
AROUND
FOR IT

THE PHANTOM
THE GOLDEN BEACH
KEELA - WEE„.
THE JADE HUT,'

3N

rOUR

WEDDING
NIGHT HERE,,CAN
WE EVER
FORGET IT?

OH,WELL,
IT'LL

TURN
UP

44k4441

10
/1116RERMIC5 6ROVE .

T01.41;,

"NOSE
TREE 5,..
WI-I SPER I'46
TO US

-*

411

'

lsa

F
si5v7i-:'

•

•
s
fiV 414e

40

Ar:

weed

$1

58 Sons of
Itte
American -

,..

$100. One Warm Morning gas- heater; model
VR 50 MAB; 50,000 BTU
hourly Input rating. $75..
-- CaIL 7534424RACING GO-CART with
brakes.
hydraulic
Completely rebuilt 5 h.
p.-engine. Call 489-2570.
CLEAN -EXPENSIVE
carpets with the best.
is
Lustre
'131te
-•.-Aznarica'a„:" Uvorite
shampooer.
t
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop."

safe. -

FIREWOOD FOR
Call 437-4756.
FOR SALE

NEEDED 12,01111 venture
capitol to form a torporation manufacturing
a limited production 4wheel, drive vehicle
based on the Ford
Ranchero this idea has
over a million dollars
national sale potential
will split 50-50 contact
Phil Koehne 489-2618 or
P.0. Box B7 ICirksey for
details.
• a.

10 Business Opportunity

_sow

Ti Niguel Homed Seam Iv
soietee ta seil end new
T ranosad*vs
Mani neer. Every beam
Isaileg owner cum vsa
it. to. ere the only
onsawfecturer that trans
hew to rn.t411 .06 ii tbe
Job trills en/ by factory

-

6 Help Wanted

Pa Stom '
par
0
0

AUTOCRAT gas -;
heater; 70,000 BTU

modrling

ring.
Nine
small
diamonds. lir Murray
State Field House on 123. Reward. Call collect
143.70.928, FaducalL . if
fauki.

. HaPPY
Birthday

0

gnid

Opportunity

wide

L DIES

LOST

St' IS I I

stration project for the
elderly ,in the Jackson
is
It
Purchase.
designed to help older
persons remain in
their-ownframesas an
alternative to entering
institutional facilities.
Who is eligible?
Persons who:
1: Are age 60 or
older, AND ,
2. Nee services to
.cenaiin
s in tb&hime
isuch .as •househokl
cbnres, meals, health
needs, transportation
and others), AND
3. Can not get the
services from any
pther source. •
you
have
If
about
questions
Project • Independence'
call Bonnie Ashby at
7534362.

10 Business

14.Want To Buy
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.

INDIVIDUAL
PURCHASER
wants farm
acreage,
any size.
Reply P.O.
Box 32U
15.Articles For Sale
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
Call days 437-9505,
nights 4374269.
FREE REPORT!
"Kentucky Millionaire
Secrets." When you
purchase the- new book
."Get Everything Your
Government Has " To
Give." Send $3.95 to TIC
Products, 1602 Dodson
Ave., Murray, Ky. 42071.

USED CROSS TIES
excellent for land'a
scaping' or fence post:"
Peels* BelaNiner iwer--4
.
,
•
hetress.--

55 Gallon
Drums
Thornton
Tile

8 Marble
612 So, 9th
19 Farm Equipment
300
crop
GALLON
sprayer, 42 ft. bootrifr.Centrific,al • -pumps.
Fiberglass tank, never
used. Cost $1700.00 take
$1100.00. Call 753-9920 or
753-3000.
20 Sports Equipment
14 FT, Fiberglass Bass
Boat, 20 HP Mercury
motor with electric
trailer, Lowrance depth
• .finder, excellent con-clition. $1275.00. Phone
753-9868 days, 753-6145 .
23 Ezterminat,ng

Termite
Certified Ily IPA - Awel Cady New impairs

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Clairol
amw.
dp

-Si,W
seatieesnalse

1111Seath136tfit
Phone 7034814 _
Roaches,Sliver Fisk
andSbrabe

,
11t
•

para.:

97o, I

24 Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MADE mattress for antique beds or
'vetivers. Buy direct
from factory and save.
elegant
their
See
Bamboo, Wicker and
Biala furniture. Wises
West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1- ,
443-7323.
26 TV Radio
ZENMI TV SALE- 25"
color console from
$539.95 with trade-in.
Sisson's Zenith Sales,
Highway 94, 19 miles
West of Murray. Call
382-2174. TV's are our
only business.
27 Mobile Home Sales
12
X
65
THREE
BEDROOM, Pt bath,
central gas heat, central
air. Storm windows,
hurricane straps. Two
years old. Located at
Fox Meadows. $7000.
Call 753-2813.
1971 UNITED Mobile
home. Three bedrooms,
baths, total „ gas.
Unfurnished. Call 4365420.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
10 x 40 two bedroom, $68
per month. Call 489-2595.
MOBILE- HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent,'at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
32 Apartm "rlf, rid, Rent
TWO BEDROOM furnished and unfurnished
apartments. Available
first of February. Call
753-4331.
•
FURNISHED one or two
bedroom apartment.
Inquire 100 South 13th
Street.

'

6
•

'

NICE TWO

,,apartment.

BEDROOM
1414 Vine.

1

Al

•

'

-.0

T
31, 1975
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33 looms For Rent

,.._

4tUsea Cars & Truces
1966 GALAXIE 500

.

.',.<

ai • ,.•

SLEEPING ROOMS for
boys, 1 block from MSU.Refrigerator furnished.
Call 753-1812.

Puryear,
on
blacktop road. This can
be bought for less than
$600.00 per acre. About
45. acres .are Lendable.
Neirly 75 per cent of the
farm has good barb wire
fencing.
John
C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 - 7537531.

Ass•

lt

IC

Wilt

a

or,

conditioning, and
tefrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841

Call 489-2570.

1374 CAPRICE Chevrolet.
Excellent condition. Call'
- --FOR YOUR septic tardr-163-6648:
36 Fcr Rent Or Lease
and backhoe wOrk
needs. Also septic tank
1949
GMC CUSTOM
Let Kopperud Realty
cleaning. Call, John
--pickup, power steering,
show you how to save
Mini
lane. Phone 753-8669 or
brakes, factory air,
money and have FREE
Warehouse
4%-5348.
Western aluminum
RENT too! Good home
Storage Space
wheels, low mileage,
at an affordable price,
For Rent
LICENSED ELECexcellent condition.
- features 3 bedrooms,
753-4758
TRICIAN prompt. ef61250 firm. Call 763-6278.
central heat, den with
PUrdom & Thurman
ficient service. No job
Franklin Fireplace and, Insurance & Real Estate
1970_,FORD VAN too small. Call Ernest
37. livestock Supplies
solid,wood paneling,
. customized, -40,000
White, ;53-0605Southsider Court Squore
CUST a M MADE hog
modern kitchen,
miles, automatic shift,
Murrwy, Kentucky
farrowing houses. $110
backyard patio, brick
SHARP. Call 753-6328. JACKSON PURCHASE
753-4451
each. Call 75379773.
Bar-B-Q, modern
$2500.00.
Insulation of Murray
workshop and quiet
announces its opening
CUSTOM
country Hying only 2 LET Tt_SNOW LET ff
1968 FORD GALAXIE,
by saving you money.
. SLAUGHTERING arid
miles from city. limits. _ SNOW-LET rr SNOWautomatie, power
Call 759-1820.
processing. Hogs
but don't let it stop you .
Act quick on this
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
from looking at this 4 • //xi
scalded ,and processed.
197sunileo Feature synorcale Inc
genuine bargain. 14w
Good gas mileage.
hriel-, h'2 uun
bedroom
Grain fed freezer beef
30's. Phone 753-1222,
Ashley wood stove
'
'
home family room with
-for .5o*. Call 1-901442Kopatrad Realty for all
VJALL
Chain Saw
without jacket. Call 436.FAriTtE,F,..„,,vtioRres
fireplace patio and "settAr,i,
8201, Paris
Meat
your real estate needs.
2204.
BUT
WES,
HE
WHAT
And
.., w
. many other extras. Call 1 tetina-...1 rv,..a.
Processing.
-?.t'
GRUMP"
50
Campers
COMES
HOME
Lawnmower
Ht
.
7534492.. LORETTA_
38 Pets Supplies
Sales
and Service
Guy Spann Realty - JOBS REALTORS._ ,___.„.
campori--.
_BEAUTIFUL/ ORANGE
"Tow Kay
'
heal* •
_
icebox, stove, L.P.G., In Real(state"
persiim show cat, full
furnace, sink, 20 gallon
East:Ida Small
REAL
753-7724
517 N.Poptar-aenton
blooded. Three years
water tank, cabinets,
Ahem,
Ky.
Sycarawe
901
CAREEN
Engine Repair
old. $50. Call 753-6453.
A.C. and D.C., sleeps 4,
The Phone
COME GROW
Highway 94 but
excellent condition.
Number In
BIGGER
Will flALLEITI
AKC REGISTERED BIG Rohm
753-0400
slide
in
$875.
One
12
ft
_ - German Shepherd. ___Ruy,Large I
Excellent, opportunity
1 • 11
mk
REALTY
-08ALoWer-Sove, icebox,
3 bath home on private
Female, 6 months old.
to join establish
HAVING ;TROUBLE
sink, li,10 V. air conWill be a small dog. Has
opening
a
firm,
now
5271468
7532625
one acre tract, 4174 miles
getting those small
For
All
Your
sleeps
4,
dition.
Jacks,
55(545
Cr.55
7**,1E4/
Murray.
Almost
wormed.
Only
been
Branch Office in
from
jobs done?
liltumbing
save
$350.
Buy
now
and
Real
Estate
Needs
Murray. Prefer ex$25.00. Call 753-0736
3000 square feet of living
Then call 7534614.
Call 753-6278.
Real
Estate
perienced
Is
anytime.
46 Homes for Sale
area in this b9nr 3014
._
Broker but will con51. Services Offered
has extra large rooms
BY
HOME ANOWNER, new- three
sider Trainee. For
and large 2 car garage.
ALL
bedroom
TYPES backhoe and
brick
for
CHORS, underpinning, _
only
interview
confidential
THE HOUSE that does
Built-in kitchen with all
septic tank work. Field
$42,500. Must see to
awnings, carports and
call Judy Krouse
double duty - g comappliances including
tile lines installed, 28
appreciate this well
roofs sealed. Call Jack _
John
Smith
fortable 2 bedroom
refrigerator, range,
years
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p. •
planned home with all
experience.
REALTOR
home, large eat-in
d'shwasher dis • osal
m. or weekend,
conveniences. Call 753- - Licensed through Health
And blob cornea:0ov
3903:
Department.- Call Rex
INKS
floor plus one -Veitroiiin
staying with sale of
Camp, 753-5933.
WATCH "AND CIRCK
14624224 14274147
ailartment upstairs;.
-BY---OWNER: 3 large
tepairing. _ All work
Priced,wellbelew•
_KW
-7 full .basentent. -Owner' replacement cost - only
bedrooms,-1112 baths, all PAINTING, INTERIOR,
guaranteed. ,Call 759..7111-1711._
consider renting
--iinenet, &apes,.central .exterior. Also" dry' vial
$45,000. Phone us today KOPPEitiD REALTY
"
• withOption to purchase.
finishing. 10 years exfor more information.
has five full-time sales
• heatsunt air, large lot,
GUTTERING
BY
Sears,
753-1492. . .Loretta Jobs
professionals to assist SPOTLESSLY CLEAN: - _fenced backyard, many
perience. Call 436-2563,
Kopperud Realty 753Sears
Continous
gutters
Realtors.
Ralph Worley.
1222.
you in, Real Estate
extras. 2 miles-from
Attractive 2 or 3
installed per your
matters. If you have a
Murray off 121 S.
bedroom home, peak
specificatio.
n
Call
question regarding any - condition, Electric twat
$37,00Q,
7534310
Taylor
at
.
17944970.
carpetin&--,
,.,,fOr--481.-8EtWa.
activity,give,usa-call at
Wooded _1 acre lot,
48
48. Automotive Service
by
our
matop
753-1222,
commerically
zoned.
GENERAL
HOME
Open Weekdays
conveniently located -Only-629,900. Call or ONE PAIR of tire chains
remodeling,.
framing,
Mon.-Wed. 11-1QUALITY SERVICE
to fit 13" tires. Used
• office at m main. We at
come by-JO5 N.. 12th,
aluminumm siding and
Closed On Thursdays
Company
Inc. Air conCall
$30.
new.
once.
Like
wait
--Kopperud
'Rea*
Boyd Majors Real
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
Fri. & Sat. 8-2:30
dition sales and ser,
767-6253 after 5 p.m.
- to be YOUR Real Estate
Zetitte. 753-41061V. _
or 1-362-4895.
- -•Hairruts •Shdves
vice. Modern sheet
49 Used Cars & Trucks
104 Walnut Street
metal
departmea.
SEPTIC TANK PUMCall this number after 5. to assure prompt service next day 753JEEP CJ 5 - 25,000 miles.
Larry
Wisehart,
PING. Residential and
4111
.11
ri
3685
Full cab. Full roll cage,
President. Phone 753commercial. Rex Camp,
10" tires. Air con9290.
753-5933.
• ditioned( Positraction
• "For Real Service
• Call 759-1329.
SERY,tc MASTER -- INSULATION BLOWN in
• In Real Estate"
by Sears save on these
Professional "Building"
Main 753-1222
FREE
1975 GMC pickup, High
high heat and cooling
Quality
Maintenance,"
Seeing Is holleving. Teal
Sierra, 17,000 miles. Air
bills. Call Doug Taylor
20 MILE
Commercial
boo te see this beeielfol
QUICK POSSESSION on
condition, power. Call
at 753-2310 for free
Cleaning
Industrial
te
&tweed
DELIVERY
1300
at
boo
this extremely neat and
763-9920 or 753-3000.
estimates.
Services. Carpets,
recite the quelity melt753-0984
attractive 2 bedroom
moshlp, materials sad %walls,
floors,
brick home located 6
CHEVROLET 'professionally cleaned
term ledesive footers. hi1974
WILL HAUL ANY type of
- miles West of Murray.
•
ded. radio i
Custom 10,_ 4 wheel - and Maintained. Conwhite rock, rip rap., and
Floored and ready Up bill a 24. Abe bin' I byte, offices:softiies; - Home has recentl, been
fireplioe ilea aueonatic ain't
drive, double power and
sand.
Lime, sawdust or
daily,
cleaning
tract
mobile borne od-ons, sad patios, or U-11UltD, pre-cut completely ready
lat an Wm yea this
'redecorated throughout
automatic.
A-1
decorative rock. Also
monthly
or
weekly
to assemble up to 24 160. bey the best for less.
With
2
bath
bear
s
em
holy
3
but owners moving out
mechanically but needs
free estimates on
or
1-time
basis,
hems son. Orly $42,540.
of state and need a fast
some body work. 92600.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
driveway and parking
siireite
cleaning.
For
sale. Priced at under
Call 753-7546.
lots. Call Rogert Hutson,
763-0259.
call
$20,000 Phone us todayRemodeled 3 bedroom frame
753-6763.
Kopperud Realty, 753with 21 ores of Callowory
1953 JEEP truck, 4 wheel - LICENSED ELECCoonty's Roo fenoload.
1222.
drive, looks good, runs
TRICIAN and gas 'in- WET BASEMENT? We
looted eidy I .0.. ...t of
good. $800. Call 7534622.
stallation will do
make wet basements
Murray, this form is comREALTORS
exwx.
plumbing, heating and
Saturday, February 4, 1:00P. M.
dry, work completely
pletely food, has dart
063 FORD. Good von- sewer cleaning. Call 753- guaranteed. Call or
tobacco bese & bens. Also e
Rain orShine
dition. Call 7534464.
7203.
bees**
ferneries
modern
write Morgan ConLOCATION.- 41Paris Road, Mayfield, KenMeaty of Weide rtoraps,
.
struction Co., Route 2,
tucky.
Was.
Wes
stock pods &
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
THEDONUTSHOPPE
South 12th at Sycamore
42001. Phone ..day or
753-3263 Anytime
REAL ESTATE- EQUIPMENT
TELEPHONE 7531051
night 442-7026.
REAL ESTATE - This well-located commercial
property fronts 118.72 ft. on Parts Road. It has 100 ft.
Saturday, February 4, 10:00 A.M.
CARPET CLEANING at
frontage on South 6th Street, and is 152.22 ft on the
Rain or Shins
reasonable rates.
MR.
FARMER
North boundary and 204.77 ft. on the South bounLOCATION: 3 miles north of Mayfield on U. S. Highway
Prompt and efficient.
dary. The improvements consist of a building ap812 acres with approximately 600 acres open.
45.
Custom Carpet Care,
proximately 25' x 105' of which 16' x 20' is display
Located six miles west of Paris, fronting on a
LAZY ACRES 1101111 NOME PARK
753-1335.
and dining area, 20' x 26' is kitchen and storage
black top and gravel road. Partially fenced.
I ROOM BRICK MOUSE - 7 ACRES
area. The remaining 59 ft. is a covered parking
Priced: $450,000.00.
FENCE SALES at Sears
NO.
1: House and 1 Acre - This stately I%
TRACT
area. The building has city water,sewer,electricity
bedrooms up, 2 bedrooms • no*. Call Doug Taylor
home
has
2
story
brick
find is heated by natural gas. The entire lot is paved.
132 acres more or less. Approximately 100 acres
at 753-2310 for free
down with kitchen, dining room,living room, utility
This property is located in B-1 zone. The building,in
open. A very good row crop farm. Owner may
P.5ti_mates. .,for your
room and _bath, and full basement. Water j,s furfinance to qualified buyer.04,500.00. excellent condition, is -presently being used as a
needs.
nished by Hickory Water District and it is heated
doughnut shop.
'
electrically. It has carpet and hardwood floors7lt IS
EQUIPMENT: Everything needed for a complete
- CARPET
INsituated on a well-landscaped lot and has an 18' x
doughnut shop. Moline 4-cutter cutting machine;
STALLATION Service,
deck.
pool
and
underground
swimming
Belshaw Brothers fryer with filter; Dec Glaze
one year guaranteed.
414 Tyson Avenue Paris, Tn. 901-642-5093 REALTOR
Master; Dec proof box; 30 qt. Hobart mixer; 3! x 6'
Phone .436-2124 or 436This park conPark
TRACT
NO.
2:
Mobile
Home
oak cutting table; make-up table; 4 jelly pumps,
2432.
which
spots
has
22
acres,
less,
and
6
more
or
tains
water vats; drying and holding racks; Ice-O-Matic
are presently rented for $35.00 per month each. It
ice maker; stainless steel sink; refrigerator; Pepsi
has paved streets and sidewalks. The water is furpost-mix machine; freezer; dairy bar dispenser; 5
nished
by Hickory Water District and the sewage
department R. C. Allen cash register; display case;
No snow "ille-it-yoisrs•H"
system is handled by 4" and 6" sewer lines which
4 tables; 16 chairs; shake mixer; 2 Gem doughnut
meow domes wpm as.T.V.
electrical
service,
empty into a lagoon. The
droppers; 3 ton Rheem heating and air conditioning
WILTcable, and telephone service are all underground.
36 pound portable powerunit.
with
inalong
house does all the work
spot
each
The park has gas lines to
This equipment will be sold in 1 lot. If buyer
the
park
EFFECTIVELYowned
by
is
dividual
meters.
This
system
should remain in present location, present manager
cleans, nnses and vacuums
and the gas is supplied by way of bulk tanks. There
out deep down dirt and
will assist in a two week training program per406 Sunbury Circle
grime in a single sweeT,
is a 20'x40' building on the property which is used as
taining to this equipment.
753-5287
753-0839
or
Phone
also
has
park
commons
well-located
area.
This
a
1CONOMICAUT•
The real estate and equipment will sell separately
clesnts the trazy_
6,1:
Murray, Kentucky
lacilities for overnight campers. The park enjoys a
and there will be no combination of the two offered.
professionals
flesidointIol-Commerool
,
a fraction of the cad
- good reputation and has a very low vacancy ratio.
We will be happy to show property or assist with
Interior-Exterior
YOU SAVE UP TO j
financial arrangements any day prior to sale day.
$23.110 PElill0014
These tracts will be sold individually and then ofSpray-Brush-Roll
fered as a combination.
In stop. Spraying ol Yard fwnitwellurtteri
TERMS: Equipment - Cash; Reel Estate
- •
We will be happy to show proper-y or assist •••
2096 down day of sale, balance on delivery
Parking Lot Striping
sale
day.
financial
to
prior
day
any
arrangements
ofdeed within W days.
No Job Too Large or Too Small
POSSESSION: Equipment - hornet:Mete;
,TERMS: hr% down dal of sale, batman en Allier,
We Are Fully Insured
Real Estate - 3
0deyzfrom deed
.
died within 30 days.
Owners: Equipment -r Mr. and Mrs. Don
.POSESSION: Park - Bate • of lesd..bult - N
•
• .
Mathis; Real Estate - Mr. and Mrs. Ron
• hot far slay 612.N e
,
-.woo
from dooi.
'
heir item

fk• //sx
tk;\,
1
o
kmisopi

Yse'l bass to see Ms hommitiel hew at 1300 &tweed t• appreciate tha speadiry crattsasomship, austorials wed fiattwos. Eiciraise featares inched, redleiriercom, &Woo,
and swessetic dew h0hti. Lot us them of this leyely 3
100.
Meassabetkishb loos 100M_011k$2,

Irmo

ow

sfiREEr.

goiEw =MB

QUALITY .

Attractive 4 bedroom, Ws bath brick moor
Padden* Priced at $33,0110 Iduiss rump, refrigerator,
dishwasher, Well iandscap•A WO arIpmla.

Murray

159-1701

The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
a ors

bud amen hoos lest off 641 teeth ma only shot AO*
se hem tome. Hod is i.e teem frig is OW 04666 the
So bem mem and,.' yew prise I.suits.

1111P!'‘,
Carrier Al

HornbuckWs Barbershop

'-`
11111116 SWAN Si IbI Ws 3 bsdnes brick wod sten* hew
Wand • heemed sibs look room wet fireplace,
belnisver Wah
rmy.omdom bitches with swank
wife,
Was will hero hoe. So this *as

I

WILSON

•

AUCTIONSALE

AUCTION SALE

MOODY REALTY
COMPANY

fkri

MAIO PAINT

••
-5.5.5•5-orr

Ponity's good abler has. withisi tralhisig distance of grocery
store. I 141 acre lot wino good portion plot Storm doors and
stores windows. Very liveabb and rely $12,000

I

1

Noy cowry living? Than tak• a look at this 3 bodreaw
1½ beth bow locut•d aparovneatiny 3 milks front town on
121 %eh. Other Natant include largo lot, metro' heat and
strand storm doors mid wisdoms. Less than MOM.

-

RENT RINSENVAC

CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING CO.

•••••••••••••".

iliginvay Ml Mortis Attractive it... and brick 3 bedroom
home 1', writ woodod lot Central how and Mr,firophoto,
'
'
t car gorrips, bras porch and patio $45,000;"

OWIFAS: Mr. A Mrs.lab Smitk.

:m.610

iseiedsfiel 3,Indium frame with 11 Iwo of C.allorery
00tlMd. lotete4
Mom/. fhis few le seaspletely foced, lies deft Mesa
hew eid Mini, do a asoilwe farrowing Awe. Pleat, of
Wide% stooge,OW pods and cattle berm.
11.055e

Shirley Wilford

IWO Word
Ron Toler,

WLSON

INSURANCE

202 S.-4th St,

753-3263 Anytime -

E.FEAL ESTATE,

04.10
,Owl. 713 1151

- -.••••

Woos, Wilson

..

- "•
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Deaths and Funerals I
James W. Johnson
Dies 11 n
Paducah Hospital •

Mrs. Adams Dies At
Parkview On Monda

Agerso"
i
- lw,

Economic Expansion Follows Predictable
a erns or

A40.'w
Mrs. Newton (Ida Mae)
,
•
Adams died Monday night at
the Parkview Rest Home,
James Willie Johnson of ,.PaCtUab- She was 02 years.ot.
By R. GREGORY NOKES
If the tax .reforms are
Tatticall Route 'TWO;foinfie age.
WASHINGTON (AP)- The rejected, he said the federal
•
•
.resident of CalloWay County,
final major economic report budget deficit would get even
The deceased is survived by
died Monday at 7:30 p. m. at eight children including
for 1977, this one forecasting more out of hand, which could
the Western Baptist Hospital, Clayton W. Adams of Murray,
the future based on Decem- overheat the economy and
Paducah. He WWI 76 years of several grandchildren and
performance . is further aggravate inflation.
ber's
following a series of Predicagegreat grandchildren.
The Commerce DepartMr. Johnson is survived by
tions indicating continued ment, meanwhile, had the
FuneraLarrangements are.
s wife, Mts. -*Estelle incomplete, &if the Roberts
economic expansion in early expected bad news for the
Outland Johnson, Paducah Funeral ROM* of Mayfield %Alp
1978.
economy Monday when itAO"
Route 'Two; one daughter, wfil be-in charge of the fuoeral
Index
of
Leading
The
reported the nation had a
.ea'mly4r.
_
Joseph Wall, Jackson,. --and burial arrangements.
Economic Indicators, being-record trade deficit during the
egio.
.ville, Fla.; one brother,
released today, assesses the year of $26.7 billion, althotigh
Robert Johnson, St. Louis,
economic outlook after taking it was not quite as bad as the
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